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Abstract 

The decent power conversion efficiency (~20%), ultra-low cost and one-year 

stability make carbon-based perovskite solar cells (C-PSCs) one of the most 

promising candidates for commercialization in the field of perovskite photovoltaics. 

However, the stability of C-PSCs still lags behind that of the commercialized silicon 

and thin-film photovoltaics. Although there have been many reviews of the long-term 

stability of perovskite solar cells (PSCs), none has specifically focused on the 

long-term stability of C-PSCs. Herein, we summarize the environmental risks and 

strategies for ensuring the long-term stability of C-PSCs, highlighting also the various 

contributions of our research group. The most important factors affecting long-term 

stability are analyzed according to the environmental risks (i.e. moisture, oxygen, 

light, and thermal stress) of device degradation. The proposed strategies chiefly center 

around improving the intrinsic stability and strengthening encapsulation. In our 

conclusions, we also present an outlook on future work concerning stability 

improvements of C-PSCs. Our work provides a clear guideline for future research on 

C-PSCs. 
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 Introduction 

To date, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have achieved a certified power conversion 

efficiency (PCE) of 25.2% [1] due to their excellent optical and electronic properties 

such as an excellent light absorption coefficient, high external quantum efficiency, 

and long carrier diffusion length [2-4]. However, two main issues have thus far 

precluded commercialization. One is the cost issue as a result of the utilization of 

noble metals (such as gold or silver) as back electrodes, which are expensive, rare, 

and energy-intensive. The other is the long-term stability issue that stems from the 

deterioration of charge transport materials and the degradation of perovskite (PVK) 

materials, including (1) rapid decomposition induced by water [5-7], (2) oxidation 

triggered by oxygen molecules and accelerated by light [8,9], (3) light-induced cation 

segregation and halide segregation [10], (4) nonphotoactive phase transformation 

induced by high temperature [11,12], and (5) reaction with the migrated metal ions 

generating metal halides [10,13,14]. To overcome these problems, several strategies 

have been proposed, including utilizing stable charge transport materials [15,16], 

performing composition engineering of PVK [17], and replacing noble metal 

electrodes with such alternatives as MXene [18], carbon [19], Al [20], Cu [21], and Ni 

[22], etc. Carbon materials have some distinct advantages, e.g. low cost, abundant 

sources, robust hydrophobicity as sealant to resist PVK decomposition induced by 

moisture, and high chemical stability to avoid PVK degradation induced by the 

migration of metal ions [19,23,24]. It is thus considered to be the most promising 

material for replacing noble metal electrodes [25-27]. To date, carbon-based PSCs 

(C-PSCs) have achieved a PCE of ~20% and one-year stability, exhibiting good 

durability and excellent long-term stability compared with their noble metal-based 

counterparts [28-31]. 

While there have been many investigations and reviews of the stability of PSCs 

[25,26,32-35], a comprehensive account of the stability of C-PSCs is conspicuously 

absent. Herein, we summarize the environmental risks and key strategies for 



long-term stability of C-PSCs, as shown in Fig. 1. We also draw important 

conclusions and present an outlook to guide research efforts aiming at improving the 

long-term stability of C-PSCs. 

 

Fig.1 The summary of the environmental risks and strategies for long-term stable C-PSCs. 

 Environmental risks 

During fabrication, storage, and operation, C-PSCs are inevitably influenced by 

the ambient environment. The instability of C-PSCs is primarily a result of the 

decomposition of PVK materials and the deterioration of charge transport materials. 

No matter whether encapsulated or not, degradation is linked closely to moisture, 

oxygen, light, thermal stress, and, importantly, their synergistic effects under 

atmospheric conditions. A brief overview of each factor is as follows: 

(1) Moisture. Moisture can easily permeate into the bulk of PVK and produce 

PVK hydrate. The strong hydrogen bonds between water molecules and organic 

cations consequently weaken the chemical bond between the cation and PbX6
– (X=I, 

Br, or Cl), resulting in rapid deprotonation of the organic cation and thus degradation 

of the PVK – especially in the presence of extrinsic stresses, e.g. thermal stress or 

electric fields [5-7]. Furthermore, the use of hygroscopic dopants in hole transport 

materials (HTMs) can also induce moisture degradation of PVK [36-38]. 

(2) Oxygen. Oxygen can oxidize both metal oxide charge transport materials 



(especially TiO2) and PVK photoabsorbers, causing a drop in the performance of 

PSCs. TiO2 is notorious for readily combining with atmospheric oxygen, in turn 

generating superoxides (i.e. O2
–) particularly under ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. These 

superoxides subsequently participate the oxidative decomposition of PVK [39,40]. 

The direct effect of oxygen on PVK is due to the formation of peroxides or 

superoxides as well, which can react with the organic cation (i.e., MA+) and thus 

quicken the decomposition of PVK [39]. In particular, the combined effect of light 

and oxygen can lead to the decomposition of MAPbI3 PVK, generating PbI2, I2, H2O, 

and gaseous CH3NH2 [8,9].  

(3) Light. Besides the synergistic decomposition of light and oxygen, 

light-induced decomposition of MAPbI3 can occur even in the absence of oxygen. 

Under light illumination, when photons receive much higher energy than the bandgap 

of PVK compounds, electrons in the valence band are excited by such high-energy 

photons (approximately >3 eV) can antibond orbitals of NH3 [41]. As a result, the N–

H bonds in MA+ can become dissociated and form gaseous CH3NH2 as well as H2. In 

addition, excess carriers in PVK and the capture of photogenerated electrons in the 

conduction band can accelerate these chemical reactions in the presence of oxygen. 

Besides the chemical reactions, light-induced cation segregation and halide 

segregation can also significantly reduce the stability of PVK materials [10]. 

(4) Thermal stress. The thermal degradation of C-PSCs can be attributed to the 

following three reasons. First, the low thermal conductivity of PVK materials 

precludes rapid transfer of heat to the surrounding environment when experiencing 

high temperatures. Excessive heat accumulation results in significant thermal stress, 

which typically leads to the degradation or nonphotoactive phase transformation of 

PVK [12,42]. This problem is exacerbated when thick carbon layers (≥10 µm) are 

used as back electrodes [43]. Second, the chemical reaction between MA+ cations of 

PVK and carbon atoms of carbon layers can degrade the PVK photoabsorbers [44]. 

Third, some organic HTMs are unstable and are prone to high-temperature 

decomposition, e.g. 

2,2',7,7'-Tetrakis[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9'-spirobifluorene 



(spiro-OMeTAD), resulting in performance deterioration of the devices [45]. 

Generally, while the degradation of C-PSCs during operation is multifactorial, 

device resistance to light- and thermal-induced decomposition essentially depends on 

the intrinsic stability of functional materials [46,47]. In contrast, device resistance to 

moisture- and oxygen-induced decomposition depends more on the encapsulation 

techniques in addition to the intrinsic properties of the materials [48,49]. To minimize 

the environmental risks (i.e. moisture, oxygen, light, and thermal stress) that can 

cause device degradation, strategies for improving the long-term stability of C-PSCs 

can thus be divided into two distinct categories: (1) improving the intrinsic stability, 

and (2) strengthening encapsulation. Below, these two strategies are summarized. 

 Improving intrinsic stability   

To improve the long-term stability of C-PSCs, one of the most important 

strategies is to enhance the intrinsic stability of the relevant components. Using stable 

materials can not only significantly reduce the risk of device decomposition, thus 

extending lifespan, but also bring down the cost of device encapsulation. Generally, 

C-PSCs consist of transparent conductive oxide (TCO) substrate/electron transport 

material (ETM)/PVK photoabsorber/carbon electrode (CE). In some cases, HTMs are 

incorporated into the device structure. Depending on whether HTMs are utilized, 

C-PSCs are classified as either HTM-free C-PSCs or HTM-based C-PSCs. 

Furthermore, based on the deposition process of the functional layers, C-PSCs are 

classified as having either a monolithic structure or a layer-by-layer structure. 

Consequently, C-PSCs have evolved into four types: HTM-free C-PSCs with a 

monolithic structure; HTM-based C-PSCs with a monolithic structure; HTM-free 

C-PSCs with a layer-by-layer structure; and HTM-based C-PSCs with a 

layer-by-layer structure, as shown in Fig. 2a-d. When there is no mesoporous TiO2 

(m-TiO2) in the layer-by-layer structure, C-PSCs form a planar structure. The effects 

of the intrinsic properties of materials on the long-term stability of 

differently-structured devices are summarized below. 



 

Fig.2 Device structure schematics of C-PSCs using TiO2 as ETM: (a) HTM-free C-PSCs with a 

monolithic structure; (b) HTM-based C-PSCs with a monolithic structure; (c) HTM-free C-PSCs 

with a layer-by layer structure; and (d) HTM-based C-PSCs with a layer-by-layer structure. 

 TCO substrates 

The commonly used TCO glass substrates for PSCs include indium-doped tin 

oxide (ITO) glass and fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass [50,51]. Since TCO glass 

substrates have excellent mechanical, chemical, and thermal stability, negative effects 

on the stability of devices are negligible. However, in the case of C-PSCs, substrate 

selection must take special factors into consideration. Generally, ITO glass exhibits 

higher transmittance in the visible light range, as well as higher conductivity and 

lower surface roughness than FTO glass. High-efficiency and planar C-PSCs are thus 

more likely to use ITO glass substrate. For example, Zhou et al. fabricated planar 

structure C-PSCs using ITO glass substrate [52]. The PCE of the resultant device 

exceeded 16%. Meanwhile, the device without encapsulation retained 80% of its 

initial PCE after a maximum power point (MPP) tracking of 505 h in ambient air. 

Compared to ITO glass, however, FTO glass is cheaper and has greater resistance to 

high temperatures and pressure. Since the cost of FTO glass is lower, it is more 

frequently used as substrate than ITO glass [32,53]. More pertinently, FTO glass is 



more suitable than ITO glass given the high temperature sintering during ETM 

fabrication and the mechanical pressure of CE deposition [30,54,55]. Wei et al. 

hot-pressed a flexible carbon film on FTO/TiO2/PVK substrate under 0.25 MPa 

pressure, with the resultant device achieving a PCE of 13.53% [54]. After storage for 

20 d in air, the PCE of the device without encapsulation dropped only by 5%. Our 

group reported the fabrication of Coal-based CE by hot-pressing the carbon layer on 

FTO/TiO2/PVK substrate under 0.4 MPa pressure [55]. Zhang et al. press-transferred 

a self-adhesive carbon film on FTO/TiO2/PVK substrate under 0.7 MPa pressure [30]. 

The PCE of the champion device reached 19.2% and retained 94% of its initial value 

after an MPP tracking of 80 h under a N2 atmosphere.  The long-term stability 

profiles of the relevant C-PSCs are shown in Table 1. 



Table 1 The long-term stability profiles of relevant C-PSCs using ITO or FTO glass substrates. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Pressure 

(MPa) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 
ITO/HMB:C60/MAPbI3 

/Carbon 
16.03 – W/O 

Air; 1 sun illumination (UV filter); MPP 

tracking; RT; 20%~30% RH 
505 h 80%  [52] 

2 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 13.53 0.25 W/O Air; RT 20 d 95.1%  [54] 

3 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 

/Carbon 

10.87 0.4 W/O Air; dark condition; RT; 30% RH 120 h 84.4%  [55] 

4 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

FAyMA1-yPbI3-xBrx 

/spiro-OMeTAD/Carbon 

19.2 0.7 W/O 

N2; AM 1.5 sun-equivalent light intensity 

(UV-free white LED); MPP tracking; 

20oC 

80 h 94%  [30] 

Notes    

c-TiO2, compact layer TiO2;  

HMB:C60, hexamethonium bromide (HMB)-doped fullerene;  

MA+, CH3NH3
+;  

FA+, NH2CH=NH2
+;  

RH, relative humidity;  

RT, room temperature;  

W, with;  

W/O, without; 

LED, light-emitting diode. 



 Selection of ETMs 

A suitable ETM for highly-efficient and long-term stable C-PSCs should fulfill 

the following criteria: (1) high visible light transmittance to increase the light 

harvesting efficiency of the PVK photoabsorbers; (2) high electron mobility to 

achieve effective electron extraction and transfer at the ETM/PVK interface; and (3) 

good UV stability to reduce the oxidative decomposition of PVK [15,16]. To date, the 

reported ETMs for C-PSCs contain TiO2, fullerene (C60), ZnO, SnO2 and Nb2O5. The 

effects of ETMs on the stability of differently-structured devices are summarized 

below. 

3.2.1 ETMs for monolithic structures 

Due to its excellent chemical stability and high light transmittance in the visible 

light spectrum [56-58], TiO2 is widely used as ETM in C-PSCs. For monolithic 

structures, m-TiO2 has the dual function of acting as mesoporous scaffold and ETM, 

as shown in Fig. 2a-b. Thus, it is indispensable in C-PSCs with a monolithic structure. 

Because the thickness of m-TiO2 can significantly influence the depletion width at the 

ETM/PVK interface, it is usually thicker in HTM-free C-PSCs with a monolithic 

structure (usually ~1 μm). 

In 2013, Ku et al. first reported on monolithic C-PSCs [19]. The triple 

mesoporous scaffold consisted of 1 μm m-TiO2, 1 μm m-ZrO2, and 10 μm 

mesoporous CE, which were printed layer by layer. Finally, the CH3NH3PbI3 

(MAPbI3) PVK precursor was drop-casted on the top of the CEs and infiltrated in the 

triple mesoporous scaffold, as shown in Fig. 2a. This device achieved a PCE of 6.64%. 

After storage for 840 h under a dry air atmosphere in the dark, the devices without 

encapsulation suffered almost no decrease in PCE (Fig. 3a), exhibiting much better 

long-term stability than their Au electrode counterparts. Liu et al. prepared dual-sized 

TiO2 nanoparticles as scaffold layers for monolithic structures and adjusted their 

thickness to 712 nm [59]. The device without encapsulation retained nearly 100% of 

its initial PCE for over 720 h in ambient air with ~45% relative humidity (RH). 



Research on monolithic C-PSCs has been extensive since the first report was 

published in 2013. As a great deal of work on stability issues has mainly focused on 

PVK photoabsorbers, the relevant studies are summarized in section 3.3, PVK 

photoabsorbers. 

3.2.2 ETMs for layer-by-layer structures 

In C-PSCs with a layer-by-layer structure (Fig. 2c-d), the selection of ETMs is 

varied. Compact TiO2 (c-TiO2)/m-TiO2 composites are commonly used, with the 

thickness of m-TiO2 ranging from ~100 to ~600 nm. Although the presence of m-TiO2 

can boost the efficiency of the device, it is not essential [60]. For devices with a 

planar architecture, m-TiO2 is not used and c-TiO2 can be replaced with C60, ZnO, 

SnO2, or Nb2O5. 

In 2014, our group reported C-PSCs based on a TiO2/MAPbI3 heterojunction, 

achieving a PCE of 9.08% [23]. The C-PSCs without any encapsulation kept their 

initial PCE for over 2000 h after storage under an air atmosphere in the dark, as 

shown in Fig. 3b. Zhang et al. optimized the thickness of the m-TiO2 layer to 630 nm, 

as shown in Fig. 3c [61]. They achieved a PCE of 8.31%, and the device without 

encapsulation showed a slight increase in PCE after storage for 800 h in air. With 

m-TiO2 nanoparticles, it is difficult to achieve a fast charge transport and thick PVK 

absorber layer simultaneously. Zheng et al. and Liu et al. designed TiO2 ETMs with 

different structures for C-PSCs [62, 63]. The former came up with m-TiO2 nanobowl 

(NB) arrays as ETMs, with the PCE of the device without encapsulation only 

dropping by 8% after storage for 45 d in air at room temperature (RT) and 10%~20% 

RH [62]. The latter synthesized Cs-doped TiO2 nanorod (NR) arrays as ETMs [63], 

achieving a PCE of 9.5%. Importantly, the device without encapsulation showed no 

decline in performance after storage for 3000 h in ambient air. Even though TiO2 is 

widely used as ETM in C-PSCs, it has certain disadvantages. First, it is instable when 

exposed to UV. The photocatalytic activity of TiO2 is closely related to the oxygen 

vacancies on its surface. Under continuous UV illumination, oxygen molecules react 

with the surface oxygen vacancies on TiO2, creating superoxides. Eventually, the 



adjacent contact layer including PVK is oxidized and decomposed by the superoxides 

[39,40]. Second, TiO2 has a low electron mobility (~1 cm2·V–1·s–1) compared to PVK 

materials (24.81 cm2·V–1·s–1) [64]. Third, TiO2 has a high defect density [65]. Fourth, 

the fabrication of TiO2 is highly energy consuming as it requires a high-temperature 

(~500℃) sintering step [66]. Therefore, to obtain highly efficient and highly stable 

C-PSCs with a layer-by-layer structure, it is essential to replace TiO2 with materials 

characterized by high UV stability, low-temperature processability, and good electron 

mobility.  

Compared with TiO2, C60 boasts high electron mobility (1.6 cm2·V–1·s–1) [67] 

and high electron affinity [68]. And the C60-based PSCs usually demonstrate a slighter 

hysteresis phenomenon and have excellent UV photostability [69,70]. These 

advantages make C60 an extremely promising alternative for TiO2. Ahn et al. 

fabricated C-PSCs using C60 as ETM, and the resultant C60-based devices exhibited 

superior stability compared to the TiO2-based counterparts under continuous 100 

mW·cm–2 illumination [71]. Meng et al. found that using C60 as ETM facilitated 

electron extraction, suppressed charge recombination, and reduced the sub-bandgap 

states at the C60/MAPbI3 interface [29]. A PCE of 15.38% was achieved in C60-based 

devices. Meanwhile, the devices without any encapsulation retained 95% of their 

initial PCE after storage for 20 d in air with 40%~60% RH, as shown in Fig. 3d. And 

after an MPP tracking of 180 h in ambient atmosphere, the drop in PCE was only 5%. 

Zhou et al. further utilized hexamethonium bromide (HMB)-doped C60 as ETM, 

achieving both a decent PCE (16.03%) and good stability [52]. The devices without 

any encapsulation maintained 80% of their initial PCE after an MPP tracking of 505 h 

in air. Although the use of C60 as ETM improves the stability of C-PSCs, there are still 

some important factors that limit the development of C60-based devices, e.g. the 

scarcity of C60 resource, poor processability, high cost, and high energy consumption 

as a result of the vacuum thermal evaporation deposition process [72,73]. 

In addition to C60, another viable alternative to TiO2 is ZnO. Despite having 

similar physical properties as TiO2, the electron mobility of ZnO is far superior 



(205~300 cm2·V–1·s–1) [74]. In addition, ZnO can be deposited by spin-coating and 

annealed at low temperature (<150℃) [75,76]. In 2015, our group for the first time 

reported C-PSCs that used ZnO as ETM, achieving a PCE of 8.07% [77]. 

Unfortunately, the ZnO-based devices suffered from poor stability (500 min in air), 

which were attributed to the high-density defects at the ZnO/PVK interface. To solve 

this problem, Shirazi et al. devised a composite ZnO/Al-doped ZnO layer [78]. 

Although this did not significantly improve the PCE of the device (8.23%), it made a 

big difference with regards to long-term stability. After storage for 15 d in ambient air 

without encapsulation, the PCE of the device retained 95.3% of its initial value. Yang 

et al. also used ZnO as ETM, obtaining C-PSCs of greater stability [79]. The 

champion device without encapsulation kept >90% of its initial PCE after storage for 

1200 h in ambient air with 25~28oC and 45%~60% RH. 

SnO2 is also considered as a suitable ETM for PSCs due to the following 

valuable characteristics: (1) wide optical bandgap (3.6~4.0 eV); (2) high visible light 

transmittance; (3) good UV photostability; (4) high electron mobility (~200 cm2·V–

1·s–1), which is two orders of magnitude faster than that of TiO2; and (5) 

low-temperature processability [16]. Lin et al. fabricated highly-stable planar C-PSCs 

based on SnO2 ETM [80]. The performance of the device did not deteriorate after 

storage for 150 d in ambient atmosphere (Fig. 3e). Qiang et al. optimized the 

thickness of the SnO2 layer to boost stability [81]. Doping SnO2 with metal aliovalent 

cations is an effective approach to enhance the electron extraction and transfer at the 

ETM/PVK interface [82]. Ye et al., for instance, used Zn-doped SnO2 as ETM, 

resulting in planar C-PSCs with a PCE of 17.78% [83]. The devices without 

encapsulation maintained nearly 100% of their initial PCE after storage for 1200 h in 

air. Moreover, to reduce the loss of open-circuit voltage (Voc) at the SnO2/PVK 

interface, our group used a SnCl2 solution to passivate the SnO2 layer and thereby 

produced a high Voc (1.31 V) device [84]. The passivated device without 

encapsulation kept 95.5% of its initial PCE after heating at 90°C for 80 h in air with 

60%~70% RH. 



As an n-type semiconductor, Nb2O5 has a wide optical band gap (>3 eV) and 

high electron mobility [85,86]. Zhao et al. fabricated all-inorganic C-PSCs using a 

novel amorphous Nb2O5 (a-Nb2O5) as ETM, as shown in Fig. 3f [87]. This greatly 

increased the stability of the a-Nb2O5-based device, which retained nearly 100% of its 

initial PCE after storage for 60 d in air. The long-term stability profiles of 

layer-by-layer C-PSCs using different ETMs are shown in Table 2. 

 

Fig.3 (a) Long-term stability of the C-PSCs without encapsulation using TiO2 as ETM at RT in the 

dark; the inset is the changing parameter characters of the device within 840 h after been 

fabricated [19]. Reproduced from ref. 19 with permission. (b) Long-term stability of the devices 

based on TiO2/MAPbI3 heterojunction without encapsulation under an air atmosphere in the dark; 

the inset is corresponding device structure [23]. Reproduced from ref. 23 with permission. (c) The 



cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the C-PSCs with optimal thickness 

of TiO2 630 nm [61]. Reproduced from ref. 61 with permission. (d) Long-term stability test of the 

C-PSCs based on C60 and TiO2 ETMs without encapsulation in ambient air with 40–60% RH at 

RT; the inset is the cross-sectional SEM image of C60-based device [29]. Reproduced from ref. 29 

with permission. (e) Long-term stability of the unencapsulated C-PSCs using SnO2 or TiO2 as 

ETMs and using MAPbI3 (left) or (FAPbI3)0.97(MAPbBr3)0.03 (right) as perovskite materials in the 

dark [80]. Reproduced from ref. 80 with permission. (f) Long-term stability of C-PSCs based on 

a-Nb2O5, crystalline Nb2O5 (c-Nb2O5) and c-TiO2 ETMs without encapsulation in air with ~40% 

RH at 25°C for 60 d, the inset is the cross-sectional SEM image of the whole device [87]. 

Reproduced from ref. 87 with permission. 



Table 2 The long-term stability profiles of layer-by-layer C-PSCs using different ETMs. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 9.08 W/O Air; dark condition >2000 h 100% [23] 

2 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 8.31 W/O Air; RT 800 h 100% [61] 

3 FTO/c-TiO2/NB-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 12.02 W/O Air; RT; 10%~20% RH 45 d 92.2% [62] 

4 FTO/c-TiO2/NR-Cs:TiO2/CsPbI3/Carbon 9.5 W/O Air; 20~30°C; 20%~30% RH 3000 h 100% [63] 

        

5 FTO/C60/MAPbI3/Carbon 15.38 

W/O Air; RT; 40%~60% RH 20 d 95% [29] 

W/O 
Air; 1 sun illumination (UV filter); MPP 

tracking; 40%~60% RH 
180 h 95% [29] 

        

6 ITO/HMB:C60/MAPbI3/Carbon 16.03 

W/O Air; RT; 20%~30% RH >60 d 81.9% [52] 

W/O 
Air; 1 sun illumination (UV filter); MPP 

tracking; RT; 20%~30% RH 
505 h 80% [52] 

        
7 PEN/ITO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Carbon 8.07 W/O Air; dark condition; RT 8.33 h 80% [77] 

8 FTO/ZnO/AZO/MAPbI3/Carbon 8.23 W/O Air; RT 15 d 95.3% [78] 

9 FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Carbon 13.62 W/O Air; 25~28oC; 45%~60% RH 1200 h >90% [79] 

10 FTO/SnO2/(FAPbI3)0.97(MAPbBr3)0.03/Carbon 14.5 W/O Air; RT; 45％ RH 150 d 100% [80] 

11 FTO/SnO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 8.32 W/O Air; dark condition; 25°C; 20% RH 32 d ~92% [81] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

12 
FTO/Zn:SnO2/Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16 

PbI2.5Br0.5/CuPc/Carbon 
17.78 W/O Air; 20% RH 1200 h 100% [83] 

13 ITO/SnO2/CsPbIBr2/Carbon 7.00 W/O Air; 90°C; 60%~70% RH  80 h 95.5% [84] 

14 FTO/a-Nb2O5/CsPbBr3/CuPc/Carbon 5.74 W/O Air; 25°C; 40% RH 60 d 99.5% [87] 

Notes 

AZO, Al-doped ZnO; 

CuPc, Copper(II) Phthalocyanine. 



 PVK photoabsorbers 

In both monolithic and layer-by-layer structures, the instability of the devices can 

largely be attributed to the degradation of PVK materials. PVK materials have many 

shortcomings with regards to stability-related issues: (1) they easily dissolve in water, 

and frequently suffer from oxidative decomposition [5,6,8,9]; and (2) the weak bonds 

within PVK compounds or feeble interactions with the adjacent contact layers can be 

broken under continuous illumination and/or thermal stress [10-12]. To tackle these 

issues, composition engineering has emerged as a key strategy – a composite of 

various approaches such as the incorporation of mixed cations and/or mixed halides, 

the application of mixed-dimensional PVK, and the utilization of all-inorganic PVK 

[17]. Composition engineering can effectively tune the optoelectronic properties, 

improve the crystallinity and morphology, and enhance the intrinsic stability of PVK. 

For C-PSCs with a monolithic structure, in particular, the penetration of the PVK 

precursor is crucial since the precursor needs to pass through the micron-thick 

mesoscopic layers to make contact with TiO2 [88]. As for C-PSCs with a 

layer-by-layer structure, PVK often encounters a large amount of corrosive solvent 

from carbon paste or wet carbon film [23,89], requiring highly-stable PVK films. The 

effects of PVK photoabsorbers on the stability of differently-structured devices are 

summarized below. 

3.3.1 PVK for monolithic structures 

For monolithic structures, the purpose of composition engineering is to tune the 

optoelectronic properties, improve the crystallinity and morphology, facilitate the 

penetration, and enhance the intrinsic stability of the PVK photoabsorbers [88,90,91]. 

Composition engineering related to stability issues includes the following PVK 

materials: MAPbI3, (5-AVA)x(MA)1–xPbI3 (5-AVA+ = 5-aminovaleric acid cation), 

PEAxMA1–xPbI3 (PEA+ = phenethylammonium cation), (5-AVA)x(PEAI)x(MA)1–

xPbI3+x, FAxMA1–xPbI3 (FA+ = formamidinium cation), MAPb(I1–xBrx)3, 

MAPbI3(SrCl2)0.1, and Cs0.05(FA0.4MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2. 



In early PSCs, MAPbI3 was the most commonly used PVK photoabsorber. Ku et 

al. reported the first monolithic C-PSC using MAPbI3 as PVK photoabsorber [19]. 

However, incomplete infiltration of PVK crystals into the ZrO2/TiO2 mesoporous 

layer was responsible for a substantial amount of voids, resulting in a low PCE of 

6.64% and just 840 h of stability in the dark. 

To solve the penetration issue of the PVK precursor, a large number of 

systematic investigations have been carried out. Han et al. systematically studied the 

effects of CEs [92], insulating layer [93], particle size of TiO2 [94], solvents in 

precursor [95], functional additives [96,97], and composition engineering [98], etc. 

Significantly, Rong et al. employed NH4Cl as an additive in the PVK precursor, 

showing that the synergy effect of NH4Cl in unison with a carefully controlled 

atmospheric humidity could effectuate the favorable transformation of PVK crystals 

in C-PSCs [97]. The champion device achieved a PCE of 15.6%, and it retained 96.7% 

of the initial PCE for over 130 d in ambient air. Mei et al. first synthesized a novel 

mixed cation PVK (5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3 by partially replacing MA+ with 5-AVA+ 

[88]. The introduction of 5-AVA+ enhanced the penetration of the precursor, produced 

better pore filling in the triple mesoporous scaffold, and improved the crystallinity 

and morphology of PVK crystals, resulting in a longer exciton lifetime and a higher 

quantum yield for photoinduced charge separation. The champion device achieved a 

certified PCE of 12.8% and showed no degradation after exposure for >1000 h in 

ambient air under full sunlight. 

 Since the addition of 5-AVA+ to MAPbI3 can bring about better penetration, 

improve the crystallinity and morphology, and enhance the intrinsic stability, much 

work has been done on this promising approach. The relevant findings are 

summarized according to the following categories: (1) stability of laboratory-scale 

cells in different test environments; (2) stability of large-scale carbon-based 

perovskite solar modules (PSMs); (3) stability improvement mechanism. 

First, in laboratory-scale cells, Li et al. investigated the stability of 

(5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3 based C-PSCs in different test environments [99]. The devices 



showed no significant drop in performance regardless of the test environments, 

including a hot desert climate, high-temperature (80~85°C) atmosphere, and 

continuous illumination, as shown in Fig. 4a-c. These impressive results indicate a 

promising future for the large-scale application of (5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3 based 

C-PSCs.  

Second, Hu et al. fabricated large-scale carbon-based PSMs using 

(5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3 as the PVK photoabsorber [91], achieving a PCE of 10.4% for 

the 10×10 cm2 module. Significantly, the PSMs showed no decline in performance 

under continuous light illumination for 1000 h in air, reached a lifespan of over 1 year 

in the dark, and suffered no degradation for a month in the local outdoor environment 

(~30°C, ~80% RH). Subsequently, a module with an active area of 7 m2 was 

fabricated to test large-scale potential, as shown in Fig. 4d. In a separate study, 

Grancini et al. fabricated a one-year stable PSM by using an ultra-stable 2D/3D 

(5-AVA)2PbI4/MAPbI3 heterojunction [31]. This was because the wide bandgap 2D 

PVK layer (Fig. 4e-f) suppressed charge recombination at the 3D PVK and CE 

interface. The champion module achieved a PCE of 11.2% (substrate area: 10×10 

cm2) and a lifespan of over 10,000 h under continuous 100 mW·cm-2 illumination at 

55℃, as shown in Fig. 4g. This 2D/3D (5-AVA)2PbI4/MAPbI3 heterojunction not only 

boosted the stability of 3D PVK but also facilitated excellent charge separation 

between 3D PVK and CEs, paving the way for the fabrication of highly efficient and 

ultra-stable PSMs. 

Third, while numerous experimental results have confirmed that incorporating 

5-AVA+ into the PVK precursor solution can improve the stability of C-PSCs, the 

exact mechanism has yet to be ascertained. Hashmi et al. found that 5-AVA+ decreases 

the crystallization rate of the PVK precursor, and that vacuum curing of the PVK 

could further promote crystal growth [100]. Pockett et al. substantiated that the anchor 

effect of 5-AVA+ inhibits ion migration, which is likely related to the improved 

stability of the device [101]. Lin et al. observed that the 5-AVA+ located at the grain 

surface of MAPbI3 passivates surface defects, acting as a barrier that protects MAPbI3 



from oxidative degradation [102]. Péan et al. investigated the mechanism by which 

the oxidative degradation of MAPbI3 and (5-AVA)xMA1-xPbI3 occurs [90]. They 

revealed that the stability improvement of (5-AVA)xMA1-xPbI3 was closely linked to 

the smaller grain size, lower defect concentration, denser morphology, less diffusion 

of oxygen molecules, and their combined effects. 

In addition to (5-AVA)x(MA)1−xPbI3, Xu et al. successfully introduced PEA+ into 

MAPbI3 and thus synthesized PEAxMA1−xPbI3 PVK [103]. The device without 

encapsulation retained 90% of its initial PCE for over 80 d in air. Papadatos et al. 

further developed (5-AVA)x(PEAI)x(MA)1–xPbI3+x PVK for monolithic structures 

[104]. Fu et al. fabricated FAxMA1–x PbI3 and MAPb(I1–xBrx)3 PVK for monolithic 

structures, with the resultant devices showing good environmental stability [105,106]. 

Zhang et al. fabricated MAPbI3(SrCl2)0.1 PVK using a novel and eco-friendly SrCl2 as 

an inorganic source for the precursor [107]. Since MAPbI3(SrCl2)0.1 PVK had lower 

defect density and better penetration performance, the device achieved a PCE of 

15.9%. Due to the positive effect of SrCl2 on lattice stability, the device without 

encapsulation retained ~90% of its initial PCE for 1000 h under continuous 

illumination in ambient air. For monolithic C-PSCs, the photogenerated holes have to 

pass a relatively long way before effective collection by CEs. This makes it essential 

for PVK photosensitizers to increase the photogenerated carrier lifetime and diffusion 

length. To achieve this, Liu et al. first synthesized Cs0.05(FA0.4MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2 

PVK, obtaining a device that achieved a PCE of 17.02% [108]. Since the introduction 

of Cs+ reduces the effective radius of cations and suppresses the halide segregation, 

the inherent stability of the mixed PVK is significantly enhanced. The encapsulated 

device maintained 91% of its initial PCE after storage for 1020 h at 85℃ and 40%~60% 

RH in the dark. The reported composition engineering of PVK is shown in Fig. 4h. 

The long-term stability profiles of monolithic C-PSCs using different PVK 

photoabsorbers are shown in Table 3. 



 

Fig.4 (a) PCE evolution of the encapsulated C-PSCs during outdoor stability testing in hot desert 

climate. (b) Indoor thermal stress test of C-PSCs which was encapsulated and kept for 3 months in 

a normal oven filled with ambient air at 80~85°C. (c) PCE evolution of C-PSCs under a Ar 

atmosphere with 45 °C and at MPP [99]. Reproduced from ref. 99 with permission. (d) Image of 

7 m2 carbon-based PSM [91]. Reproduced from ref. 91 with permission. First principles 

simulations of the 2D/3D interface: (e) local density of state of the 3D/2D interface and (f) 

interface structure with the 2D phase contacting the TiO2 surface. (g) Typical module stability test 

under 1 sun illumination at stabilized temperature of 55oC and at short circuit conditions [31]. 

Reproduced from ref. 31 with permission. (h) The composition engineering of PVK for monolithic 

C-PSCs. 



Table 3 The long-term stability profiles of monolithic C-PSCs using different PVK photoabsorbers. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 
6.64 W/O Air; dark condition; RT 840 h 97.9% [19] 

2 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 
15.60 W/O Air; RT; 30% RH 130 d 96.7% [97] 

3 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 
12.84 W/O Air; 100 mW·cm-2 illumination; RT 1008 h 100%  [88] 

        

4 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 
12.9 

W Hot dessert climate 168 h 100% [99] 

W Air; 80~85°C  3 months 100% [99] 

W/O Ar; 100 mW·cm−2 (white LED); MPP; 45°C >1056 h. 100% [99] 

        

5 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 
10.4 

– 
Air; AM1.5 illumination; MPP; 25°C; 54% 

RH 
1000 h 100% [91] 

W/O Dark condition >1 year 100% [91] 

W Outdoor; ~30°C; ~80% RH 1 month 100% [91] 

        
6 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)2PbI4/MAPbI3) 
11.16 W 

1 sun illumination (UV filter); short circuit; 

55oC 
>10000 h 100% [31] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

7 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 
8.47 W/O 

100 mW·cm-2 illumination (UV filter); open 

circuit; 35ºC 
1046 h 95.5% [100] 

8 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(PEAxMA1-xPbI3) 
8.68 W/O Air >80 d 90% [103] 

9 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(PEA)x(MA)1-xPbI3+x) 
7.11 – Air; 40%~60％ RH 35 d 80% [104] 

10 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(FAxMA1–xPbI3) 
9.53 W/O Air; RT; 50％ RH 49 d 91% [105] 

11 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(MAPb(I1–xBrx)3) 
9.99 W/O Air; RT; 50％ RH 56 d 96.2% [106] 

12 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3/Carbon 

(MAPbI3)(SrCl2)0.1 
15.9 W/O 

Air; 10 mW·cm−2 illumination (white LED) 

25~28°C; 30%~55% RH 
1000 h 90% [107] 

13 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3/NiO/Carbon 

(Cs0.05(FA0.4 MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2) 
17.02 W Dark condition; 85°C; 40%~60％ RH 1000 h 91% [108] 



3.3.2 PVK for layer-by-layer structures 

For layer-by-layer structures, composition engineering intends to optimize 

optoelectronic properties, generate the high-quality films, and improve the intrinsic 

stability of the PVK photoabsorbers [109-111]. Composition engineering related to 

stability issues includes the following PVK materials: MAPbI3, MAPbBr3, 

MAPbI3/MAPbIxBr3–x, FAxMA1–xPbIyBr3–y, Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16PbI2.5Br0.5, 

Cs0.2FA0.8PbI2.64Br0.36, CsPbIBr2, CsPbI3 and (EA)2(MA)5Pb6I19 

(EA+=ethylammonium cation). 

In the early development of C-PSCs, performance and stability greatly 

depended on the quality of the MAPbX3 (X=I, Br, or Cl) film. Chen et al. prepared 

dense and uniform MAPbI3 film via scalable electrodeposition (Fig.5a), with the 

resultant device achieving a PCE of 10.19% [109]. The device without encapsulation 

maintained 98% of its initial PCE after storage for 30 d in ambient atmosphere. They 

also prepared uniform, even, and smooth MAPbBr3 film for thermally stable C-PSCs 

[111]. The device without encapsulation showed no decline in PCE after storage for 

90 d in dry air with 25~30oC and 10~20% RH, and retained ~90% of its initial PCE 

after storage for 15 d under thermal stress (air, 80oC, and 50%~85% RH). Yang et al. 

adopted NH4Cl as an additive to improve the quality of MAPbI3 film, with the PCE 

of the resultant device reaching 13.26% [79]. After storage for 1200 h in ambient air, 

the device without encapsulation maintained 91.3% of its initial PCE. Liu et al. 

synthesized a MAPbI3/MAPbIxBr3–x PVK stacking layer using in-situ growth 

technology [112]. The PVK stacking layer effectively suppressed charge interfacial 

recombination and electron reverse transfer (Fig.5b), allowing for a PCE of 16.2%. 

The device without encapsulation kept ~85% of its initial PCE after storage for 55 d 

in dark ambient conditions, as shown in Fig, 5c. 

Yet, the MAPbX3 (X=I, Br) PVK compounds have a number of drawbacks, e.g. 

low efficiency, moisture and thermal instability, and light-induced trap-state formation 

[113,114]. Consequently, using PVK with mixed cations and/or halides has received 

much attention in order to optimize the optoelectronic properties and improve 



intrinsic stability. Zhou et al. first fabricated a multi-walled carbon nanotube 

(MWCNT)-doped FAxMA1–xPbIyBr3–y film in ambient air [115]. The device achieved 

a PCE of 16.25% (active area 0.08 cm2) and a PCE of 12.34% (active area 1 cm2). 

The C-PSCs without encapsulation maintained 82.5% of its initial PCE after storage 

for 500 h at an 85oC air environment, retained 94.9% of its initial PCE after an MPP 

tracking of 500 h in air, and kept 92.5% of its initial PCE in ambient atmosphere for 

154 d (Fig. 5d). Ye et al. prepared C-PSCs using the triple cation 

Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16PbI2.5Br0.5 PVK, achieving a PCE of 17.78% [83]. The device 

without encapsulation showed no performance decay after storage for 1200 h in air. Li 

et al. fabricated C-PSCs using the same PVK compound [116]. The device without 

encapsulation suffered no obvious performance decline in ambient atmosphere (27oC, 

60% RH) for over 1000 h, and retained over 80% of its initial efficiency for 500 h at 

85oC in dry air. Furthermore, since the CsyFA1–yPb(I1–xBrx)3 compound does not 

contain the volatile component MA+, its thermal and moisture stability is considerably 

improved. Wu et al. synthesized a Cs0.2FA0.8PbI2.64Br0.36 PVK photoabsorber, with the 

corresponding device without any encapsulation maintaining 91% of its initial PCE 

for 192 h at 85℃ and 85% RH atmosphere in the dark [117]. Wang et al. prepared 

all-inorganic CsPbIBr2 PVK for C-PSCs and achieved a PCE of 7.6% [118]. The 

device without encapsulation kept 90% of its initial PCE after storage for 624 h in air 

at RT and 10% RH, and retained 96% of its initial PCE after storage for 192 h in a dry 

(RH=0%) air atmosphere at 80℃. Xiang et al. fabricated natrium doped CsPbI3, with 

the resultant device achieving a PCE of 10.7% [119]. The device without 

encapsulation suffered no observable performance decline after storage for 70 d in air. 

A distinct strategy to strengthen the intrinsic stability of PVK is to introduce 

moisture-resistant 2D PVK components into 3D PVK compounds. Zhou et al. 

incorporated the short carbon-chain EA+ into 3D MAPbI3 to generate a 2D component, 

constructing a novel 2D/3D hybrid (EA)2(MA)5Pb6I19 PVK [120]. The resultant 

C-PSCs without any encapsulation exhibited excellent long-term stability, thermal 

stability and photostability. They retained 93% of the initial PCE for 2160 h in 



ambient air (Fig. 5e), 80% of their initial PCE for over 100 h during continuous 

heating at 80oC, and 92% of their initial PCE after an MPP tracking of over 300 h. 

The relevant composition engineering of PVK is shown in Fig. 5f. The long-term 

stability profiles of layer-by-layer C-PSCs using different PVK photoabsorbers are 

shown in Table 4. 

 

Fig.5 (a) Schematic illustration of the electrodepositing system and the prepared PVK film [109]. 

Reproduced from ref. 109 with permission. (b) Energy level diagram of the C-PSCs based on 

MAPbI3/MAPbIxBr3-x. (c) PCE evolution of the MAPbI3-based and MAPbI3/MAPbIxBr3−x-based 

devices in dark ambient conditions (23℃, 30% RH) [112]. Reproduced from ref. 112 with 

permission. (d) PCE evolution of C-PSCs based on MWCNT doped PVK under monitored 

ambient conditions, including relative humidity (black curve, left axis) and the room temperature 

(red curve, right axis) [115]. Reproduced from ref. 115 with permission. (e) PCE evolution of the 

C-PSCs with (EA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1 under monitored ambient conditions, including relative 

humidity (blue curve, left axis) and the room temperature (red curve, right axis) [120]. 

Reproduced from ref. 120 with permission. (f) The composition engineering of PVK for 



layer-by-layer C-PSCs. 



Table 4 The long-term stability profiles of layer-by-layer C-PSCs using different PVK photoabsorbers. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 10.19 W/O Air; ~25oC; 30% RH 30 d 98%  [109] 

        

2 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbBr3/Carbon 8.09 
W/O Air; 25~30oC; 10~20% RH 90 d 100% [111] 

W/O Air; 80oC; 50~85% RH 15 d ~90% [111] 

        
3 FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Carbon 13.62 W/O Air; 25~28°C; 45%~60% RH 1200 h 91.2% [79] 

4 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

MAPbI3:MAPbIxBr3-x/Carbon 
16.2 W/O Air; dark condition; 23oC; 30% RH 55 d 85% [112] 

        

5 
ITO/SnO2/MWCNTs: 

FAxMA1-xPbIy Br3-y/Carbon 
16.25 

W/O Air; 85oC 500 h 82.5% [115] 

W/O 
Air; 1 sun illumination; MPP tracking; 

0~20°C;  30%~80% RH 
500 h 94.9% [115] 

W/O Air; the monitored ambient RT and RH 154 d 92.5% [115] 

6 
FTO/Zn:SnO2/Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16 

PbI2.5Br0.5/CuPc/Carbon 
17.78 W/O Air; 20% RH 1200 h 100% [83] 

        

7 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16 

PbI2.5Br0.5/Carbon 
12.0 

W/O Air; 27oC; 60% RH >1000 h 100% [116] 

W/O Air; 85oC 500 h >80% [116] 

8 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.2FA0.8PbI2.64Br0.36/PEO/Carbon 
14.5 W/O Air; dark condition; 85oC; 85％RH 192 h 91% [117] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

9 FTO/ZnO/CsPbIBr2/Carbon 7.60 
W/O Air; RT; 10% RH 624 h 91% [118] 

W/O Air; 80°C; 0% RH 192 h 96% [118] 

        
10 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/Na:CsPbI3/Carbon 10.7 W/O Air; 20~35oC; 10%~20% RH 70 d 100% [119] 

        

11 ITO/C60/(EA)2(MA)5Pb6I19/Carbon 11.88 

W/O Air; the monitored ambient RT and RH 2160 h 93% [120] 

W/O Air; dark condition; 80oC 110 h 80% [120] 

W/O 
Air; 1 sun illumination (without UV 

filter); MPP tracking; 30%~80% RH 
308 h 92% [120] 

Notes 

PEO, polyethylene oxide; 

EA+, CH3CH2NH3
+. 



 Role of HTMs 

For C-PSCs, the advantageous role of HTMs is reflected in two aspects: (1) 

HTMs allow much more favorable energy level alignment between PVK and CEs, not 

only improving hole extraction and transfer but also suppressing the reverse transfer 

of electrons [26,121]. Therefore, if high efficiency is the goal, researchers are likely to 

prepare HTM-based C-PSCs. (2) Using hydrophobic, chemically-stable, and 

thermally-stable HTMs could provide extra protection for C-PSCs against degradation 

induced by environmental stress [71,122]. The effects of HTMs on the stability of 

differently-structured devices are summarized below. 

3.4.1 HTMs for monolithic structures 

For HTM-based C-PSCs with a monolithic structure, the HTM together with 

m-TiO2，m-ZrO2 and CE form the quadruple mesoscopic scaffold, as shown in Fig. 2b. 

HTMs are deposited by screen-printing the paste followed by sintering at high 

temperature (~500oC) [123,124]. The particle size and thermal stability of HTMs are 

thus crucial. Due to its suitable particle size, good thermal stability, low cost, and 

wide bandgap, NiO has thus far proven to be an irreplaceable HTM for monolithic 

C-PSCs. Besides, spinel Co3O4 has also been shown to be an effective HTM, however, 

it has not attracted a lot research interest. 

In 2015, Xu et al. reported the usage of NiO as HTM (Fig. 6a), with the resultant 

device achieving a PCE of 14.9% [123]. The device without encapsulation maintained 

over 93% of its initial PCE after storage for 1000 h in ambient atmosphere, and kept 

80% of its initial PCE for >1000 h when exposed to an atmospheric temperature of 

60oC, as shown in Fig. 6b. However, the device without encapsulation lost about 80% 

of its initial PCE after light illumination for 150 h. Thereafter, Cao et al. used NiO as 

HTM for mesoscopic C-PSCs and attained a PCE of 15.03% [124]. The device 

without encapsulation exhibited ambient and thermal stability for 1000 h. Under 

continuous illumination, the encapsulated device kept over 75% of its initial PCE for 

1000 h in air. Liu et al. similarly fabricated NiO-based devices and achieved an 



impressive PCE of 17.02% [108]. The encapsulated device retained 91% of its initial 

PCE after storage for 1000 h at 85oC and 40%~60％ RH atmosphere in dark 

conditions.  

Although NiO has many advantages, the photovoltaic performance of NiO-based 

C-PSCs is not satisfying due to its high series resistance resulting from the low 

intrinsic conductivity of the NiO crystals [125,126]. Doping NiO with metal 

heteroatoms, e.g. Cu and Mg, decreases its valence band position, making for a larger 

potential difference between the hole and electron transport layers and fewer potential 

losses at the HTM/PVK interface [127,128]. Bashir et al. synthesized Cu-doped NiO 

for C-PSCs [129], as shown in Fig. 6c. The laboratory-scale cell and large-scale PSM 

(active area of 70 cm2) achieved PCEs of 13.74% and 12.1%, respectively. The 

laboratory-scale cell without encapsulation retained ~90% of its initial PCE after 

storage for over 4500 h in air with 65% RH, as shown in Fig. 6d. No device 

degradation was observed after an MPP tracking of 60 h. Behrouznejad et al. utilized 

UV–O3 treatment to increase the Ni3+ (Ni2O3) phase on the surface of the black NiO 

[130], achieving a PCE of 12.1%. The devices without encapsulation retained more 

than 80% of their initial PCE after storage for over 3 months in ambient air. As an 

irreplaceable HTM, the influence of UV and oxygen on the stability of NiOx-based 

C-PSCs should be further studied due to the inherently photocatalytic activity of NiOx 

[131,132]. Next, Jiang et al. compared the role of p-type metal oxides NiO, MoO3, 

Co2O3, and CuO. They found that only the NiO-based devices showed performance 

enhancement [133]. Bashir et al. synthesized spinel Co3O4 nanomaterial as HTM (Fig. 

6e), attaining a PCE of 13.27% [134]. Long-term stability of up to 2500 h in ambient 

air with 70% RH was achieved in devices without encapsulation, as shown in Fig. 6f. 

Further, the large-scale PSMs only lost <10% of their initial PCE under continuous 

light soaking for 140 h in air. The long-term stability profiles of C-PSCs using 

different HTMs are shown in Table 5.  



 

Fig.6 (a) Schematic of NiO-based C-PSCs with a monolithic structure. (b) PCE evolution of the 

C-PSCs under different test conditions, including storing at RT without light soaking (black), 

storing at 60oC without light soaking (red), and exposure to AM 1.5 simulated sunlight (0.7 sun) 

with a temperature at 45oC (blue) [123]. Reproduced from ref. 123 with permission. (c) Crystal 

structure of Cu:NiO. (d) PCE evolution of the C-PSCs with and without Cu:NiO HTM measured 

under ambient environment conditions [129]. Reproduced from ref. 129 with permission. (e) 

Crystal structure of Co3O4. (f) PCE evolution of the C-PSCs with and without Co3O4 HTM 

measured in ambient air [134]. Reproduced from ref. 134 with permission.  



Table 5 The long-term stability profiles of monolithic structure C-PSCs using different HTMs. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/ 

NiO/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

14.9% 

W/O Air; dark condition; RT; ~40% RH 1000 h ＞93% [123] 

W/O Dark condition; 60oC; ~40% RH >1000 h 80% [123] 

W/O 0.7 full sun illumination; 45°C; ~40% RH 150 h 20% [123] 

        

2 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3 

/NiO/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

15.03 

W/O Air; dark condition; RT; ~40％ RH 1000 h 93.2% [124] 

W/O Dark condition; 60oC; ~10% RH >1000 h ＞80% [124] 

W 
Air; light soaking (white LED) at 100 

mW·cm−2 intensity; ~25°C; ~40％ RH 
1000 h ＞75% [124] 

3 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3 

/NiO/Carbon 

(Cs0.05(FA0.4 MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2) 

17.02 W Dark condition; 85°C; 40%~60％ RH 1000 h 91% [108] 

        

4 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2 

/Cu:NiO/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

13.74 W/O Air; 25°C; 65% RH >4500 h 90% [129] 

        

5 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3 

/NiOx/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

12.1 W/O Air; 40% RH >3 months 80% [130] 

        

6 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2 

/Co3O4/Carbon 

((5-AVA)xMA1-xPbI3) 

13.27 
W/O Air; 25°C; 70% RH  2500 h 100% [134] 

W/O Air; light-soaking at 100 mW·cm−2 intensity 140 h ＞90% [134] 



3.4.2 HTMs for layer-by-layer structures 

Generally, the HTMs used for conventional n-i-p PSCs are likely suitable for 

C-PSCs with a layer-by-layer structure as well. But some HTMs are unsuited due to 

the following disadvantages: (1) thermal and chemical instability. When carbon paste 

is used to deposit CEs, the solvent in the paste and the subsequent heating can 

decompose the unstable HTMs, e.g. spiro-OMeTAD [45]. Moreover, some organic 

HTMs are susceptible to react with the migrated halide anions, resulting in declining 

device performance [135]. (2) Dopant hygroscopic nature. The usage of hygroscopic 

dopants can trigger moisture degradation of PVK [36-38]. Therefore, only chemically 

and thermally stable dopant-free HTMs have the potential for fabricating long-term 

stable C-PSCs. For layer-by-layer structures, HTMs are sandwiched between the PVK 

and CE in most cases, as shown in Fig. 2d. The reported HTMs include 

spiro-OMeTAD, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), 

cuprous thiocyanate (CuSCN), CuS, and NiO. 

Although the PCE of devices based on spiro-OMeTAD is usually satisfactory, 

the devices often undergo degradation accelerated by spiro-OMeTAD’s thermal 

instability, chemical instability, and dopant hygroscopic nature, especially under 

illumination and thermal stress. Gholipour et al. dropped a small amount of 

spiro-OMeTAD solution into carbon cloth electrodes, with the resultant device 

achieving a PCE of 15.29% [135]. After an MPP tracking of 115 h at 85℃ in a N2 

atmosphere, the device maintained ~50% of its initial PCE. Aitola et al. infiltrated 

single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) networks with an appropriate amount of 

spiro-OMeTAD [24]. They achieved a PCE of 16.6%, and an MPP tracking of 140 h 

was carried out in a N2 atmosphere. Zhang et al. spin-coated a layer of 

spiro-OMeTAD film prior to depositing carbon film [30]. The champion device 

obtained a high PCE of 19.2% and maintained over 94% of its initial PCE after an 

MPP tracking of 80 h at 20℃ in a N2 atmosphere. 

As a low-cost and commercialized conjugated polymer, P3HT has the following 

advantages: (1) ease of fabrication; (2) dopant-free oxidation process [136]; and (3) 



high hydrophobicity and thermal stability [137,138]; Incorporating P3HT into carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) is an effective strategy to enhance the efficiency and thermal 

stability of devices. Zheng et al. developed P3HT modified CNTs (CNTs@P3HT) as 

cathodes, with the champion device reaching a PCE of 13.43% [139]. After storage 

for 40 d in ambient air, the device showed a slight decline in PCE from 13.43% to 

13.04%. Ahn et al. systematically investigated the effect of spiro-OMeTAD, 

poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine] (PTAA), and P3HT on the stability 

of C-PSCs [71]. These HTMs were infiltrated into the porous SWCNTs as shown in 

Fig. 7a, with the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) results shown in Fig. 7b 

indicating that the P3HT+SWCNTs electrode was the most hydrophobic. After an 

MPP tracking of 2200 h under continuous illumination in air, the encapsulated device 

maintained 80% of its initial PCE. Chu et al. prepared a P3HT/graphene (GN) 

composite layer for C-PSCs and attained a certified PCE of 18.22% [140]. The device 

without encapsulation kept 97% of its initial PCE after storage for 1680 h in air. The 

encapsulated device retained 89% of its initial PCE after continuous illumination for 

600 h in a N2 atmosphere.  

CuPc, a cost-effective p-type semiconductor, has been widely used as HTM in 

PSCs. CuPc has distinct advantages: hydrophobicity, low cost, high hole mobility (10–

3~10–2 cm2·V–1·S–1), robust chemical and thermal stability, and dopant-free utilization 

[141]. In 2016, Zhang et al. used dopant-free CuPc NR as HTM for the first time, with 

the resultant device attaining a PCE of 16.1%. [142]. After exposure to ambient 

atmosphere for 500 h, the PCE of the device without encapsulation declined only 

slightly from 16.1% to 14.7%, as shown in Fig. 7c. Liu et al. used CuPc as HTM in 

inorganic C-PSCs, achieving a PCE of 6.21% [143]. There was no observable decline 

in PCE when the devices without encapsulation were exposed to ambient atmosphere 

with 25℃ and 30%~40% RH for 2000 h in the dark. The same result was observed in 

dark ambient conditions with 100oC and 70%~80% RH. Liu et al. fabricated planar 

C-PSCs using CuPc as HTM, achieving a PCE of 17.46% [144]. The relevant device 

showed no parametric decay after storage for 1200 h in ambient atmosphere. 



CuSCN is an attractive inorganic HTM for PSCs, characterized by 

hydrophobicity, low cost, chemical stability, high conductivity (10−2~10−3 S·cm−1), 

high hole mobility (10−2~10−1 cm2·V−1·s−1), and a wide bandgap (3.9 eV) [145]. In 

2018, Mashhoun et al. deployed CuSCN and P3HT as HTMs for C-PSCs and 

achieved PCEs of 12.31% and 11.58%, respectively [146]. The devices based on 

CuSCN and P3HT retained 80% and 60% of their initial PCEs for over 1000 h under 

AM1.5 light illumination in a N2 atmosphere, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7d. Since 

then, the application of CuSCN in C-PSCs has been widely researched. Wu et al. 

improved the film morphology of CuSCN as HTM via a low-temperature dynamic 

spin-coating technique, with the PCE of the resultant device reaching 17.58% [122]. 

After exposure to continuous illumination for 1000 h in a N2 atmosphere, the device 

without encapsulation maintained over 80% of its initial PCE, as shown in Fig. 7e. 

Arorais et al. achieved a PCE of over 18% for C-PSCs using CuSCN as HTM [147]. 

The device retained approximately 95% of its initial PCE after an MPP tracking of 

over 2000 h in a N2 atmosphere with 60℃. The device without encapsulation kept 85% 

of its initial PCE after exposure to 1 mW·cm–2 UV light for over 1000 h in a N2 

atmosphere. Yang et al. infiltrated CuSCN solution into the macropores of CEs [148]. 

After storage for 90 d in air, the device without encapsulation showed no observable 

decline in PCE. After storage for 10 d in air with 70%~75% RH, the PCE only 

dropped by 2%.  

Additionally, CuS and NiO are also commonly utilized as HTMs in C-PSCs with 

a layer-by-layer structure. Hu et al. incorporated CuS into CEs to enhance hole 

extraction and transfer, with the resultant device achieving a PCE of 11.28% [149]. 

After storage for 700 h in ambient air, the device without encapsulation kept 90% of 

its initial PCE, as shown in Fig. 7f. Sajid et al. synthesized NiO as closely-packed 

shells on the core carbon spheres and used them as CEs, as shown in Fig. 7g [150]. 

The device without encapsulation maintained a stable efficiency of 11.70% for up to 

1500 h under air atmosphere with 40%~60% RH, as shown in Fig. 7h. Cai et al. 

prepared a thin layer of NiO on PVK film for C-PSCs and achieved a PCE of 13.6% 

[151]. The device without encapsulation kept 83% its initial PCE after storage for 15 



d in air. The long-term stability profiles of layer-by-layer C-PSCs using different 

HTMs are shown in Table 6. 

 

Fig.7 (a) Graphical illustration of the C-PSCs. (b) WVTR table of the SWCNT+HTMs top 

electrodes [71]. Reproduced from ref. 71 with permission. (c) Long-term stability of C-PSCs with 

CuPc as HTMs in ambient atmosphere at RT without encapsulation, the inset is the corresponding 

device structure [142]. Reproduced from ref. 142 with permission. (d) Photostability of C-PSCs 

with CuSCN and P3HT as HTMs, the inset is the cross-sectional view of the C-PSCs [146]. 

Reproduced from ref. 146 with permission. (e) Photostability of C-PSCs with CuSCN as HTMs, 

the inset is the corresponding device structure [122]. Reproduced from ref. 122 with permission. (f) 

Long-term stability of the PSCs based on pure C and hybrid C-CuS electrodes in ambient air with 

30–50% RH without encapsulation [149]. Reproduced from ref. 149 with permission. (g) 

Cross-sectional SEM image of C-PSCs based on NiO@Carbon composite electrode. (h) 

Long-term stability of C-PSCs in ambient atmosphere at 25oC and 40%~60% RH without 



encapsulation (inset is the normalized PCE at the MPP tracking for the optimized device) [150]. 

Reproduced from ref. 150 with permission. 



Table 6 The long-term stability profiles of layer-by-layer C-PSCs using different HTMs. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.04(MA0.17FA0.83)0.96Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 

/Carbon+spiro-OMeTAD 

15.29 – 
N2; 1 sun illumination (white LED); MPP 

tracking; 85°C 
115 h 50%  [135] 

        

2 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3/ 

Carbon+spiro-OMeTAD 

16.6 – 
N2; 100 mW·cm–2 illuminations; MPP 

tracking; 20~60oC 
140 h – [24] 

        
3 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ FAyMA1-yPbI3-xBrx/ 

spiro-OMeTAD/Carbon 
19.2 W/O 

N2; 1 sun illumination (white LED); MPP; 

20oC 
80 h 94% [30] 

        
4 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon+P3HT 13.43 – Air; 25°C; 20%~40% RH 40 d 97% [139] 

5 ITO/C60/MAPbI3/Carbon+P3HT 13.6 W 
Air; 1 sun illumination including UV 

radiation; MPP; open-circuit condition 
2200 h 80% [71] 

        

6 
FTO/SnO2@TiO2/FA0.3MA0.7PbI3 

/P3HT:GN/Carbon 
18.22 

W/O Air; dark condition; RT; 50％ RH 1680 h 97% [140] 

W 
N2; 1 sun illumination (UV filter and 

infrared cut-off filter) 
600 h 89% [140] 

        
7 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/CuPc/Carbon 16.1 W/O Air; RT 600 h 91.3% [142] 

        

8 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/CsPbBr3/CuPc/Carbon 6.21 
W/O Air; dark condition; 25°C; 30%~40% RH 2000 h 100% [143] 

W/O Air; dark condition; 100°C; 70%~80％ 1000 h 100% [143] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

RH 

        

9 
FTO/Ni:TiO2/Cs0.05(FA0.4 

MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2/CuPc/Carbon 
17.46 W/O Air; RT; 30%~40％ RH 1200 h 91.9% [144] 

        
10 

FTO/C60 (SAM) /MAPbI3/ 

CuSCN/Ta-WOx/Carbon 
12.31 – N2; AM1.5 light soaking; < 30°C 1000 h 80% [146] 

        
11 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/Cs0.05(FA0.4 

MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2/CuSCN/Carbon 
17.58 W/O 

N2; continuous illumination (white LED) at 

100 mW·cm-2 intensity 
1000 h ＞80% [122] 

        
12 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

CsFAMAPb(I0.9Br0.1)3/CuSCN/Carbon 
18.1 W/O 

N2; 1 sun illumination; MPP tracking; open 

circuit condition; 60oC 
2000 h ~95% [147] 

        
13 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/SnO2/ 

CsFAMAPb(I0.9Br0.1)3/CuSCN/Carbon 
18.1 W/O 

N2; continuous 1 mW·cm-2 UV 

illumination 
1000 h ＞85% [147] 

        

14 
FTO/SnO2/Cs0.05FA0.83MA0.17PbI2.53Br0.47/ 

Carbon+CuSCN 
13.4 

W/O 
Air; dark condition; 23~27oC; 30%~35％ 

RH 
>90 d 100% [148] 

W/O 
Air; dark condition; 23~27oC; 70%~75％ 

RH 
10 d 98% [148] 

        
15 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon+CuS 11.28 W/O Air; 30%~50％ RH 700 h 90% [149] 

        
16 FTO/c-TiO2/MAPbI2Cl/Carbon@NiO 11.7 W/O Air; 25 oC; 40–60% RH 1500 h 99.5% [150] 

        
17 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/NiO/Carbon 13.6 W/O Air 15 d 83% [151] 



 Various CEs 

Carbon materials have a proper work function of around –5.0 eV, which is much 

closer to that of Au (–5.1 eV). Moreover, CEs have the following advantages: (1) low 

cost and abundant sources; (2) robust hydrophobicity that can resist PVK 

decomposition induced by moisture; and (3) high chemical stability that can withstand 

PVK degradation induced by the migration of metal ions [19,23,24]. Therefore, using 

CEs to replace noble metal electrodes is an indispensable strategy for future 

commercial production of PSCs. The commonly used carbon materials include 

graphite [96,152], carbon black [153,154], CNTs [139,155], and biomass carbon 

[55,156]. Typical preparation methods of CEs include screen-printing [92,93], 

painting [109,110], doctor-blading [23,77], press-transfer [30,54], and lamination 

[157,158]. The effects of CEs on the stability of differently-structured devices are 

summarized below. 

3.5.1 CEs for monolithic structures 

For monolithic structures, since carbon paste is an essential precursor for 

preparing CEs, good processability of carbon materials is critical. The CEs may 

consist of a single, binary or multiple components of carbon materials.  

First, a single component of a carbon material may be suitable to prepare CEs if 

certain favorable characteristics are present, namely, ease of graphitization, high 

electrical conductivity, and a structure beneficial for PVK precursor infiltration [156, 

159]. Mali et al. prepared Aloe Vera Carbon (AV-C) electrodes, with the resultant 

device achieving a PCE of 12.58% [156]. The device without encapsulation retained 

80% of its initial PCE after storage for 1000 h in ambient atmosphere with >65% RH, 

as shown in Fig. 8a. Zhong et al. developed needle coke (NC) electrodes for C-PSCs, 

resulting in a PCE of 11.66% [159]. The device without encapsulation maintained 90% 

of its initial PCE after storage for 40 d in air. Additionally, Liu et al. first deployed a 

thin film (∼1.8 μm) of SWCNTs as back contact for a monolithic structure, achieving 

a PCE of 12.7% and observing good stability for 300 h in dark ambient conditions 



[160]. Luo et al. fabricated a novel device based on a 

substrate/NiO(PVK)/Al2O3(PVK)/SnO2@CNTs(PVK) structure, attaining a PCE of 

14.3% [161]. The device retained over 88% of its initial PCE for 550 h under full light 

soaking in a N2 atmosphere.  

Second, a binary mixture of graphite and carbon black is often used to prepare 

CEs. The ratio between the graphite and carbon black plays a key role in determining 

the mesoporous structure and electrical conductivity, thus influencing the infiltration 

of the PVK precursor and charge transfer [92,162]. Extensive researches have been 

conducted on the stability of C-PSCs prepared with a binary mixture of graphite and 

carbon black [19,31,88,91,99,100,104,107,108,129]. To date, for laboratory-scale 

cells, a maximum PCE of ~17% has been achieved [108]. The long-term 

environmental stability of the cells without encapsulation has topped over 4500 h in 

ambient atmosphere [129]; the photostability has reached ~1000 h under continuous 

100 mW·cm−2 illumination [100]; and the thermal stability of the encapsulated device 

has risen to ~1000 h at 85oC in the dark [108]. For large-scale PSMs shown in Fig. 8b, 

the PCE has reached 10%. The encapsulated module has been recorded to achieve 

long-term stability for over one year in the dark [91], photostability for ~10000 h 

under 1 sun illumination at 55oC [31], and operational stability for ~1000 h under 

continuous AM1.5 illumination at MPP in ambient air [91]. Overall, C-PSCs with 

binary mixture electrodes have exhibited outstanding long-term stability.  

Third, multiple component electrodes usually consist of graphite, carbon black, 

and functional additives, which facilitate energy level alignment and improve back 

contact conductivity. Recently, Zhou et al. doped the mixture of graphite and carbon 

black with WO3 nanoparticles, resulting in a PCE increase from 7% to 10.8% and 

showing excellent long-term stability for over 150 d in air, as shown in Fig. 8c [163]. 

Bhandari et al. also demonstrated the positive effect of WO3 on stability [164]. The 

addition of a certain amount of WO3 nanoparticles was shown to enhance the 

photostability of the device without encapsulation from 350 h to over 500 h. Li et al. 

sprayed a thin layer of MWCNTs on the top of the graphite and carbon black 



composites as shown in Fig. 8d, improving both the conductivity and charge transfer 

characteristic of the electrode [165]. The device without encapsulation retained >80% 

of its initial PCE after storage for 500 h in ambient atmosphere. The long-term 

stability profiles of C-PSCs using CEs with different components are shown in Table 

7. 

 

Fig.8 (a) Long-term stability of AV-C, commercial carbon paste, and spiro-OMeTAD/Au based 

PSCs under ambient condition with 65 % RH, the inset is schematic illustration of C-PSCs based 

on AV-C electrodes [156]. Reproduced from ref. 156 with permission. (b) Image of a 10×10 cm2 

carbon-based PSM, where the CE is made of graphite+carbon black composite [91]. Reproduced 

from ref. 91 with permission. (c) Long-term stability of a batch of PSCs (10 cells) using CEs with 

WO3 additive in ambient atmosphere [163]. Reproduced from ref. 163 with permission. (d) The 

top view SEM image of MWCNT layer [165]. Reproduced from ref. 165 with permission. 



Table 7 The long-term stability profiles of monolithic C-PSCs using CEs with different components. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Composition 

of CEs 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

         

1 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

12.58 
Aloe Vera 

Carbon 
W/O Air; RT; 30%~65% RH 1000 h ＞80% [156] 

         

2 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 

11.66 Needle coke W/O Air; RT; 40%~60% RH 40 d 90% [159] 

         

3 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-Al2O3/NiO/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

12.7 CNTs W/O 
Air; dark condition; RT; 

40%~60% RH 
300 h 100% [160] 

         
4 

FTO/NiO/Al2O3/SnO2@Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 
14.3 CNTs – N2; AM 1.5G illumination 550 h 88% [161] 

         

5 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 

10.4 
Graphite+ 

carbon black 

W/O 

Air; continuous AM1.5 

illumination; MPP; 25°C; 54% 

RH 

1000 h 100% [91] 

W/O Dark condition >1 year 100% [91] 

         

6 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)2PbI4/MAPbI3) 

11.16 
Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W 

1 sun illumination (UV filter); 

55oC 
10000 h 100% [31] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Composition 

of CEs 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

7 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3) 

8.47 
Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O 

Continuous 100 mW·cm-2 

illumination (UV filter); open 

circuit condition; 35ºC 

1046 h 95.5% [100] 

         

8 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-Al2O3/NiO/Carbon 

(Cs0.05(FA0.4 MA0.6)0.95PbI2.8Br0.2) 

17.02 
Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W 

Dark condition; 85°C; 

40%~60％ RH 
1000 h 91% [108] 

         

9 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-ZrO2/Cu:NiO/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

13.74 
Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O Air; 25°C; 65% RH >4500 h 90% [129] 

         

10 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-Al2O3/WO3:Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

10.77 

WO3+ 

graphite+ 

carbon black 

W/O Air 3600 h – [163] 

         

11 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-Al2O3/WO3:Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 

10.5 

WO3+ 

graphite+ 

carbon black 

W/O Air; light illumination 500 h 85% [164] 

         

12 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

m-Al2O3/Carbon 

((5-AVA)0.05 (MA)0.95PbI3) 

11.31 

CNTs+ 

graphite+ 

carbon black 

W/O Air; RT 500 h 85% [165] 



3.5.2 CEs for layer-by-layer structures 

For layer-by-layer structures, the PVK or HTM film is usually prepared prior to 

the deposition of the CEs. Subsequently, the carbon paste or a separate carbon layer is 

doctor-bladed or press-transferred atop them. The choice for the carbon materials is 

extensive, including biomass carbon, graphite, carbon black, and CNTs, among others. 

We summarize the relevant work in the following order: biomass carbon materials, 

graphite and carbon black composites, CNTs, and separate carbon films. 

In 2014, Wei et al. developed a low-cost bio-carbon electrode made from candle 

soot, with the resultant device achieving a PCE of 11.02% [166]. After storage for 30 

d in ambient air, the device without encapsulation retained 85% of its initial PCE. Our 

group fabricated ultra-low-cost, eco-friendly coal-, corn stalk-, peanut shell-, 

phragmites australi-, and bamboo chopstick-based electrodes [55,167]. High 

efficiency and good stability were achieved in the devices based on the bamboo 

chopsticks. After storage for 2000 h in ambient air, the device without encapsulation 

maintained 87% of its initial PCE, as shown in Fig. 9a. 

Although bio-carbon materials are low-cost and eco-friendly, their conductivity 

is usually poorer due to the low graphitization of amorphous carbon. Carbon paste 

made of graphite and carbon black is thus widely used to prepare CEs due to its low 

cost, high conductivity, and ease of doctor-blading or screen-printing [168,169]. In 

2014, our group reported low-temperature CEs made from conductive carbon paste 

for PSCs [23]. The contact angle tests indicated strong hydrophobicity of the CEs. 

The resultant device showed excellent environmental stability for 2000 h. Chu et al. 

designed a low-temperature perovskite-friendly composite paste of graphite and 

carbon black for paintable PSCs, achieving a PCE of 13.5% [89]. The device without 

encapsulation retained >90% of its initial PCE after storage for 960 h in ambient 

atmosphere with RT and 50% RH. However, graphite and carbon black composite 

may suffer from poor energy level alignment and charge transport. To solve this 

problem, Ding et al. doped the carbon paste with Pt:Ni alloy nanowires for inorganic 

C-PSCs, with the resultant device reaching a PCE of 7.86% [170]. After storage for 



20 d in air (80% RH), the device without encapsulation showed no significant 

degradation. Zhang et al. utilized a novel vibration technology to make the carbon 

layer denser, with the device achieving a PCE of 11.49% and showing good stability 

[171]. Wang et al. doped CNTs in both the PVK precursor and carbon paste to create 

rapid pathways for charge transfer, with the resultant device achieving a PCE of 15.73% 

[172]. After storage for 90 d in the dark, the devices without encapsulation showed no 

degradation whether in high humidity (65±5% RH) or in high temperature (75±5oC) 

conditions. Unlike the above-mentioned pre-treatments of CEs, Kim et al. reported a 

post-treatment of CEs using C4F8 vacuum fluorine plasma, fabricating a device with a 

PCE of 14.86% [173]. Owing to the synergistic effect between the hydrophobic 

fluorine atoms and the CEs, the device retained 95% of its initial PCE after storage for 

1000 h in air, as shown in Fig. 9b. Liu et al. developed a simple post-treatment for 

CEs using acetate salt [174]. The device without encapsulation retained its initial PCE 

for at least 4 months in air. Although excess moisture induces decomposition of the 

PVK crystals, the rationally-controlled atmospheric humidity may extend the lifetime 

of C-PSCs. Yan et al. reported a moisture-assisted post-annealing (MAPA) treatment, 

with the device that was treated for 2 h in a 30% RH atmosphere obtaining a PCE of 

14.77% [175]. The device without encapsulation showed no significant degradation 

after storage for 150 d in dark ambient conditions. 

Carbon cloth and carbon fiber are widely used as catalysts or counter electrodes 

in dye-sensitized solar cells, lithium batteries, and supercapacitors. Gholipour et al. 

deployed a low-cost carbon cloth electrode as a hole collector composite and 

degradation inhibitor for PSCs [135]. The resultant device achieved a PCE of 15.29%. 

While the use of carbon materials as back contact could avoid migration of noble 

metal ions to PVK, the chemical reaction between spiro-OMeTAD+ and migrating I– 

possibly triggered the slow degradation of the device. After an MPP tracking of 115 h 

under continuous 100 mW·cm–2 illumination at 85℃ in a N2 atmosphere, the device 

lost about 50% of its initial PCE.  

Under normal temperature and pressure, the intrinsic work function of CNTs is 



about 4.7~5.1 eV, exhibiting p-type semiconducting characteristics. In the past few 

years, this has spotlighted CNTs potential to perform excellently as HTM and back 

electrodes in C-PSCs. Wei et al. adopted MWCNTs as back electrodes for C-PSCs, 

with the device reaching a PCE of 12.67% and keeping ~90% of its initial PCE after 

storage for 10 d in the dark [152]. Luo et al. incorporated iodine doped cross-stacked 

superaligned carbon nanotube (CSCNT) sheets into PSCs, achieving a PCE of 10.54% 

[176]. The encapsulated devices kept >93% of its initial PCE after storage for 1500 h 

in dark ambient conditions, and retained >87% of its initial PCE for 400 h under 

continuous illumination in air. Zheng et al. synthesized boron doped MWCNTs as the 

back contact, achieving a PCE of 15.23% [155]. The device without encapsulation 

retained 98% of its initial PCE after storage for 80 d in dry air, 85% of its initial PCE 

after storage for 14 d in an oven at 80℃, and 93% of its initial PCE after storage for 

14 d in a high-humidity atmosphere with 60% RH. Aitola et al. designed a composite 

layer of spiro-OMeTAD+SWCNTs as the back contact, with the resultant device 

attaining a PCE of 16.6% [24]. After an MPP tracking under continuous illumination 

in a N2 atmosphere, the lifespan of the device was estimated to be approximately 580 

h. Importantly, their results powerfully confirmed that using CNTs as back contact 

could impede PVK degradation induced by moisture and ion migration of noble 

metals. Although CNTs are widely considered a promising material, its shallow work 

function and non-reflective nature have thus far limited significant performance 

improvements of CNT-based PSCs. Lee et al. developed vapor-assisted ex-situ doping 

of CNT for more efficient and stable PSCs, as shown in Fig. 9c [177]. The device 

based on trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMS) doped CNTs achieved a PCE of 

17.6%, with the encapsulated devices maintaining 86.9% of their initial PCE after 

continuous operation for 244 h in a N2 atmosphere with 60±5℃ and 50%±10% RH, 

as shown in Fig. 9d. The TFMS doping behavior further enhanced the hydrophobicity 

of CNTs films, as shown in Fig. 9e. Luo et al. used CSCNTs as the back electrodes for 

flexible PSCs [178]. The devices retained 92% of their initial PCE after exposure to 

continuous illumination for 1014 h, and kept 89% of their initial PCE after continuous 

heating at 60oC for 1570 h in dark ambient conditions. Although p-i-n planar PSCs are 



becoming more and more attractive due to their easy preparation and small hysteresis 

effect, their long-term stability is hampered due to the ionic migration between the 

noble metal electrode and the PVK layer. To deal with this issue, Zhou et al. used 

polyethylenimine (PEI) modified CSCNTs films as back contact for the inverted 

devices [28]. After storage for 500 h in air, the device without encapsulation 

maintained over 94% of its initial PCE. When elevating the atmospheric temperature 

and humidity to 60℃ and 60% RH, respectively, the encapsulated device maintained 

85% of its initial PCE after storage for 500 h. 

In addition, the development of separate carbon films provides a distinct strategy 

for achieving long-term stable PSCs, avoiding the issue of solvents in the carbon paste 

damaging the PVK or HTM layers. In 2015, Wei et al. developed a free-standing 

carbon film as back contact, with the resultant device achieving a PCE of 13.53% [54]. 

After storage for 20 d in ambient atmosphere, the PCE decreased from 13.53% to 

12.87%.  Zhang et al. designed a self-adhesive carbon film as back electrodes (Fig. 

9f), with the PCE of the resultant device attaining 19.2% [30]. The device without 

encapsulation retained over 95% of its initial PCE after storage for 1000 h in ambient 

atmosphere, and kept over 94% of its initial performance after an MPP tracing of 80 h 

in a N2 atmosphere,  as shown in Fig. 9g-h. Recently, Su et al. developed a 

self-adhesive macroporous carbon film to match with the practical square-centimeter 

scale devices [179]. They achieved a PCE of 17.02% on the active area of 1 cm2. 

After storage for 1500 h at 20°C and 30% RH in the dark, the device without 

encapsulation retained 90.5% of its initial PCE. The long-term stability profiles of 

C-PSCs using various CEs are shown in Table 8. 



 

Fig.9 (a) Stability tests of PSCs with bio-carbon electrodes and conventional PSCs in ambient 

atmosphere with 30% RH at RT; the inset is contact-angle tests that were carried out on PSCs 

based on different bio-carbon CEs [167]. Reproduced from ref. 167 with permission. (b) 

Schematic illustration of the C-PSCs with CEs treated by C4F8 vacuum plasma, and long-term 

stability of devices based on CEs with and without C4F8 vacuum plasma treatment under 

controlled ambient conditions (25°C; 40 %± 5% RH), the inset is the corresponding results of 

contact angle test [173]. Reproduced from ref. 173 with permission. (c) Schematic illustration of 

planar heterojunction perovskite solar cells using TFMS doped CNT as back electrode. (d) PCE 

evolution of the encapsulated devices under continuous 1 sun illumination at open-circuit 

condition (60±5°C, 50%±10% RH). (e) Water vapor transmittance rates (WVTRs) of bare CNT 



(black) film, 30 s vapor-doped CNT film (red), and 50 s vapor-doped CNT film (blue) [177]. 

Reproduced from ref. 177 with permission. (f) Adhesive force test of the self-adhesive carbon film 

by gravity experiment. (g) Stability test of the PSCs in ambient atmosphere without any 

encapsulation. (h) Aging test of the PSCs under constant illumination at MPP in a N2 atmosphere 

with 20oC [30]. Reproduced from ref. 30 with permission. 



Table 8 The long-term stability profiles of layer-by-layer C-PSCs using various CEs. 

No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Composition 

of CEs 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

1 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 11.02 Candle soot W/O Air; RT; 20% RH 30 d 83% [166] 

         
2 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95 

Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 /Carbon 
10.87 Coal powder W/O 

Air; dark condition; RT;  

30% RH 
120 h 84.4%  [55] 

         
3 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95 

Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3/Carbon 
12.82 

Bamboo 

chopstick 
W/O 

Air; dark condition; 25oC; 

30% RH 
2000 h 87% [167] 

         
4 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 9.08 

Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O Air; dark condition 2000 h 100% [23] 

         
5 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 13.5 

Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O Air; RT; 50% RH 960 h >90% [89] 

         

6 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/CsPbBr3/Carbon 7.86 

Pt:Ni+ 

graphite+ 

carbon black 

W/O Air; 25oC; 80％ RH 20 d 100% [170] 

         
7 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 11.49 

Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O Air; RT; ≤40% RH 15 d 100% [171] 

         

8 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3:CNTs/ 

Carbon 
15.73 

CNTs+ 

graphite+ 

carbon black 

W/O 
Air; dark condition; 25±5°C; 

65%±5% RH 
90 d 100% [172] 

W/O 
Air; dark condition; 75±5°C; 

25%±5% RH 
90 d 100% [172] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Composition 

of CEs 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

9 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.05MA0.16FA0.79Pb(I0.84Br0.16)3/Carbon 
14.86 

Graphite+ 

carbon black 
– Air; 25°C; 40% ± 5% RH 1000 h 95% [173] 

         
10 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

MAPbI3:MA1-xCsxPbI3/Carbon 
15.27 

Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O Air; ~50% RH 

>4 

months 
100% [174] 

         
11 FTO/SnO2/FA1-zMAzPb(I1-x-yBrxCly)3/Carbon 14.77 

Graphite+ 

carbon black 
W/O Air; RT; 45%±10% RH 150 d 100% [175] 

         

12 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.04(MA0.17FA0.83)0.96Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 

/Carbon+spiro-OMeTAD 

15.29 

Carbon 

cloth+ 

graphite+ 

carbon black 

– 
N2; 1 sun illumination (white 

LED); MPP tracking; 85°C 
115 h 50% [135] 

         
13 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 12.67 MWCNTs – Dark condition; RT; 20% RH 10 d 90% [152] 

         

14 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3/MAPbI3/Carbon 10.54 
Iodine doped 

CSCNT 

W 
Air; dark condition; 45oC; 

75% RH 
1500 h >93% [176] 

W 

Air; light soaking at 100 

mW·cm–2 intensity; 20±6oC; 

30%±7% RH 

400 h >87% [176] 

         

15 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-Al2O3 MAPbI3/Carbon 15.23 B:MWCNTs 

W/O Air; dark condition 80 d 98% [155] 

W/O Air; dark condition; 80oC 14 d 85% [155] 

W/O Air; 25oC; 60% RH 14 d 93% [155] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Composition 

of CEs 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

         

16 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ 

Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3/ 

Carbon+spiro-OMeTAD 

16.6 SWCNTs – 

N2; continuous 100 mW·cm–2 

illumination; MPP tracking; 

20~60oC  

580 h 80% [24] 

         

17 
ITO/SnO2/ FACsPbI3/ 

spiro-OMeTAD/Carbon 
17.56 TFMS:CNTs W 

N2; continuous 100 mW·cm–2 

illumination; open-circuit 

condition; 60±5oC; 50%±

10% RH 

244 h 86.9% [177] 

         

18 
PEN/GN/c-TiO2:PC61BM/MAPbI3/ 

Carbon+spiro-OMeTAD 
11.9 CSCNTs 

– 

Air; 100 mW·cm-2 

illumination (without UV 

filter); 19±3°C; 38% ± 6 ％ 

RH 

1014 h 92% [178] 

– 
Air; dark condition; 60oC;  

38%±6％ RH 
1570 h 89% [178] 

         

19 FTO/NiOx/MAPbI3/PC61BM/Carbon 10.84 PEI:CSCNTs 

W/O Air; 20~30°C; 10%~50% RH 500 h ＞94% [28] 

W/O Air; 60°C; 10%~50% RH 500 h 90% [28] 

W Air; 60°C; 60% RH 500 h 85% [28] 

         
20 FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/ 

Carbon 
13.53 

Free-standing 

carbon film 
W/O Air; RT 20 d 95.1% [54] 

21 
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/ FAyMA1-yPb 

I3-xBrx/spiro-OMeTAD/Carbon 
19.2 

Self-adhesive 

carbon film 
W/O 

Air; dark condition; 25°C; 

30% RH 
1000 h 95% [30] 



No. Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Composition 

of CEs 
Encapsulation Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

W/O 
N2; 1 sun illumination (white 

LED); MPP tracking; 20oC 
80 h 94% [30] 

         
22 

FTO/SnO2/ Cs0.05(FA0.85MA0.15)0.95Pb 

 (I0.85Br0.15)3/ spiro-OMeTAD/Carbon 
17.02 

Self-adhesive 

carbon film 
W/O 

Air; dark condition; 20°C; 

30% RH 
1500 h 90.5% [179] 



 Strengthening encapsulation 

To minimize the environmental risks that can trigger device degradation, one of 

the most effective strategies is to strengthen encapsulation [48,49]. To date, the 

relevant techniques with regards to C-PSCs fall into two categories: laboratory-scale 

cells and large-scale carbon-based PSMs. The effects of encapsulation techniques on 

device stability are summarized below. 

 Laboratory-scale cells 

Laboratory-scale cells can flexibly be encapsulated within a limited active area. 

A wide array of encapsulation techniques exists, including thin glass+UV-curable 

resin, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) protective layer, epoxy+Ag-paint protective 

layer, and epoxy resin protective layer. 

In 2015, Cao et al. reported that the C-PSCs sealed with thin glass+UV-curable 

resin retained more than 75% of their initial PCE for 1000 h under continuous light 

soaking in ambient atmosphere at RT (~25°C) and 40% RH, showing excellent 

stability [124]. Baranwal et al. found that a proper sealing position was required for 

the devices to avoid rapid degradation under thermal stress, as shown in Fig. 10a 

[180]. The sealed devices maintained about 90% of their initial PCE for 4500 h in 

ambient atmosphere [44]. Similarly, Ahn et al. used thin glass+UV-curable resin to 

encapsulate the C-PSCs, with the resultant device keeping up to 80% of its initial PCE 

after storage for 2200 h under 1 sun illumination including UV radiation in ambient 

air, as shown in Fig. 10b [71]. Additionally, Liu et al. simply sealed the C-PSCs using 

PDMS [181]. After storage in air for 3000 h at 20℃ and 20% RH, the PCE of the 

device showed a slight increase. Wei et al. elaborately designed an epoxy+Ag-paint 

protective layer on top of the CE [182]. The devices were tested in different 

environmental conditions to assess water resistance. They found that the devices 

maintained stable operation in a watery environment for 80 min. Hashmi et al. 

encapsulated C-PSCs using low-cost epoxy resin [183]. After continuous exposure to 



150 mW·cm-2 UV light for 1002 h, the encapsulated device showed no performance 

decline, as shown in Fig. 10c. 

 Large-scale PSMs 

For large-scale PSMs, the encapsulation techniques are extremely challenging 

because of the unsuitability of the edge sealing method. Likewise, common 

encapsulation techniques for silicon or thin-film solar cells are not applicable due to 

the high-temperature decomposition of PVK materials. The currently reported 

encapsulation techniques include glass+Pattex silicon, glass+Surlyn polymer, and 

glass+hot melt polyurethane (PU) film.  

In 2017, Hu et al. sealed large-scale PSMs (substrate area: 100 cm2) using 

glass+Pattex silicon and conducted an outdoor stability test [91]. The encapsulated 

PSM showed no decay in performance after exposure outdoors at ~30°C and ~80% 

RH. Grancini et al. encapsulated PSMs (substrate area:100 cm2) using glass+DuPont 

Surlyn polymer [31]. The module was covered with a thin glass, and the edges were 

plugged using DuPont Surlyn polymer. Then, an extra layer of epoxy glue was added 

around the edges of the module. The encapsulated PSM showed no decline in 

performance for over 10,000 h under continuous illumination in air at 55oC. Although 

the stability of the PSMs was decent, the effects of the encapsulation on device 

performance were not well studied and discussed in the above-mentioned reports. 

Recently, Fu et al. systematically investigated the encapsulation process, including 

laminating temperature, selection of hot melt films, film thickness, and melting 

temperatures [184]. They developed an encapsulation technique using glass+hot melt 

PU film, which was suitable for PSMs. The PSM maintained 97.52% of its initial 

PCE after exposure outdoors for over 2000 h, as shown in Fig. 10d. This demonstrates 

the huge potential of the studied encapsulation technique in the commercial 

development of PSCs. The long-term stability profiles of C-PSCs using different 

encapsulation techniques are shown in Table 9. 



 

Fig.10 (a) Diagram of the side-sealed C-PSCs with a monolithic structure [180], and the PCE 

evolution of the device under thermal stress at 100 °C for over 7000 h [44], respectively. 

Reproduced from ref. 180 and ref. 44 with permission. (b) Illustration, J–V curve, and PCE 

evolution of the encapsulated device using a thin glass+UV-curable resin technique [71]. 

Reproduced from ref. 71 with permission. (c) Photographs of the front side (left) and back side 

(right) of the sealed device using an epoxy resin layer, and PCE evolution of the device under 

continuous 1.5 sun equivalent UV light illumination in air environment [183]. Reproduced from 

ref. 183 with permission. (d) The digital image of a carbon-based PSM (100 cm2; active area of 

60.09 cm2) encapsulated with a PU film as the sealant and a glass sheet as the back cover, J–V 

curves and PCE evolution of the PSM under outdoor conditions (location: 39°19′48″N 

114°37′26″E) [184]. Reproduced from ref. 184 with permission. 



Table 9 The long-term stability profiles of C-PSCs using different encapsulation techniques 

Item Device structures 
Champion 

PCE (%) 

Encapsulation 

techniques 
Testing environments 

Time 

scale 

Remaining 

value of the 

initial PCE 

Ref. 

L
ab

o
rato

ry
-scale cells 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/Al2O3/NiO/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 
15.03 

Thin galss+ 

UV-curable resin 

Air; light soaking (white LED) at 100 

mW·cm−2 intensity; ~25°C; ~40％ RH 
1000 h ＞75% [124] 

       FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(MAPbI3) 
4.93 

Thin galss+ 

UV-curable resin 
Air; dark condition; 100oC 7000 h 40% [44] 

       

ITO/C60/MAPbI3/CNTs+P3HT 13.6 
Thin galss+ 

UV-curable resin 

Air; 1 sun illumination including UV 

radiation; MPP 
2200 h 80% [71] 

       

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3/Carbon 10.8 
PDMS  

protective layer 
Air; ~20oC; 20% RH 3000 h 109% [181] 

       

FTO/ c-TiO2/m-TiO2/MAPbI3 

/Carbon 
10.99 

Epoxy+Ag-paint 

protective layer 

Air; 60%~80% RH 20 d 100% [182] 

Water soaking 80 min 100% [182] 

50°C; 70%~90% RH 250 h 100% [182] 

       

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(5-AVA)xMA1-xPbI3) 
6.2 

Epoxy resin 

protective layer 

Air; continuous 1.5 sun equivalent UV 

light illumination; open circuit condition; 

40oC; 45% RH 

1002 h 100% [183] 

L
arg

e-scale P
S

M
s 

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(5-AVA)xMA1-xPbI3) 
10.4 

Glass+ 

Pattex silicon 
Outdoor environment; ~30°C; ~80% RH 1 month 100% [91] 

       FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

((5-AVA)2PbI4/MAPbI3) 
11.16 

Glass+ 

Surlyn polymer 
1 sun illumination with UV filter; 55oC 

> 

10000 h 
100% [31] 

       FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/Carbon 

(5-AVA)xMA1-xPbI3) 
10.09 

Galss+hot melt 

PU film; 

Outdoor environment; natural sunlight; 

working condition; −10~35°C 
2136 h 97.52% [184] 



 Conclusion and Outlook 

C-PSCs have achieved a decent PCE of ~20% and one-year stability, making 

them one of the most promising candidates for the commercialization of PVK 

photovoltaics. Yet, the stability of C-PSCs still lags behind the expected 25-year 

lifespan of the commercialized silicon and thin-film photovoltaics. It is thus 

imperative to carry out further studies on the stability of C-PSCs. In this review, we 

have summarized the environmental risks affecting the long-term stability of C-PSCs 

and the key strategies for achieving the same. Main factors affecting stability include 

moisture, oxygen, light, thermal stress, and their synergistic effects under atmospheric 

conditions.  To minimize the environmental risks triggering device degradation, 

strategies for greater stability can be divided into two aspects: improving the intrinsic 

stability and strengthening encapsulation. With regards to the former, multiple 

strategies have been developed to improve the intrinsic stability of C-PSCs, including 

proper TCO substrates, selection of ETMs, composition engineering of PVK 

photoabsorbers, suitable HTMs, and different materials for CEs. With regards to the 

latter, various encapsulation techniques for laboratory-scale cells and large-scale 

PSMs have been devised. 

Research on stability is bound to remain a crucial thematic focus in the field of 

PSCs as they are still a long distance away from practical applications, especially as 

commercialization will require a lifespan of over 10 years. It must also be noted that 

research on effective strategies for stability improvement of C-PSCs still lags behind 

efforts to boost efficiency, even though the relevant degradation mechanisms are well 

understood. To fabricate long-term stable C-PSCs, three aspects should be paid 

particular attention. 

First, highly-stable, high-quality PVK materials should be extensively 

investigated. The range of thermal stress tolerance of each PVK material should be 

accurately measured to allow for appropriate selection of device fabrication process 

and encapsulation technique. Moreover, the development of stable spacer layers that 

can suppress the volatilization of organic components in PVK should also be 



encouraged.  

Second, with regards to the hydrophilic functional groups at lattice edges and at 

defects of carbon layers, the loose and porous network of carbon materials should be 

properly treated before using as CEs. To avoid degradation of PVK materials, few 

auxiliary solvents should be utilized in CEs during the deposition process. 

Thirdly, due to the special properties of PVK materials, the commercial 

encapsulation techniques used for silicon and other organic thin-film photovoltaics are 

not suitable for C-PSCs. It is thus necessary to develop novel encapsulation 

techniques for large-scale carbon-based PSMs. Given the issue of recycling and 

reusing of large-scale PSMs in the future, development of the bio- or 

natural-degradable eco-friendly sealing materials is likely to become an important 

field of research. 
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